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People I Wish Were Here

- Chris Hieb, Archivist II – Entering EVOS Lit Subseries into State Archives MINISIS Catalog.
- Rose Welton, Cataloging Librarian II, State Library – Creating MARC records and doing WorldCat upload.
- Sara Bornstein, Former project archivist - Scanner of half of slides in project.
- Gayle Goedde, Retired Historical Collections Librarian – Provided valuable metadata advice
Metadata: MINISIS & MARC

Identify Subseries (Evos Project Staff)

Enter data into MINISIS and export records with selected fields

Translate MINISIS data into MARC and upload into WorldCat
Subseries with Records in Progress: Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (EVOS) Litigation

- DEC Response Center Documents: Public Information Officer
- Deposition Corrections
- Deposition Exhibits: Photocopy
- Deposition Exhibits: Photocopy Protective Order Documents
- Deposition Transcripts
Subseries with Records in Progress: Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (EVOS) Litigation

- Exxon's Chronological Set of Newspaper Articles
- Litigation -- Pleading Binders
- Original Agency Documents: Copies; Inventoried - Not Produced
- Original Agency Documents: Original ACE/Some
- Other Transcripts: Chenega Bay, Glacier Bay and NTSB
Subseries with Records in Progress: Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (EVOS) Litigation

- Private Plaintiff Production Documents
- State Agency records not returned to agency files; original ace numbers
- State Production at Deposition
- State Production Documents - Copies of Unique Items
- State Production Microfilm production copy
Subseries with Records in Progress: Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (EVOS) Litigation

- Summary Sheet Reports
- Third-Party Production Documents
- Valdez Joint Communication Center marine communications tapes
Subseries with Records in Progress: Exxon Valdez Oil Spill records

• Discovery Attorney’s administrative file
• Field Notes Library
Subseries with Records in Progress:

- Department of Environmental Conservation, Oil Spill Response Center Damage Assessment Processing Group Digitized Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Maps
Questions about Records?
EVOS Slides

- NOT part of EVOS litigation project.
- 2000 slides, 500 digitized
EVOS Slides: The Players

- Generous Researcher
- Larry
- Me
- Sara Bornstein
Phase 1: The Predigitized

- Slide researcher donated about 250 jpg files he had digitized from the collection.
- Conversations between staff of Archives, TIS and Historical Collections finalized desired metadata.
- Photos and metadata were uploaded to Alaska’s Digital Archives.
- An hour a day for about a month.
Aerial of a maxi-arge with water tanks and spill workers hosing a beach.
Collection Name: Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Slide Collection, RG 348

Record Group: RG 348 Press Secretary SR 612 Public Information Files AS17950 EVOS slides

Identifier: ASA-RG348-SR612-AS17950-0706.jpg

Title: Aerial of a maxi-barge with water tanks and spill workers hosing a beach.

Description: Aerial of a maxi-barge with water tanks and spill workers hosing a beach - Prince William Sound.


Subject.TGM: Oil spills, Barges, Hoses, Beaches, People, Aerial photographs, Aerial views

Subject.LCSH: Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, Alaska, 1989. Oil spill booms

Corporate Name: Exxon Valdez

Location: Prince William Sound (Alaska)

Region: Southcentral Alaska

Time Period: 1959 and later

Date.original: 07-1989

Type: Image (Slides)


Ordering & Use: http://library.state.ak.us/vilda_rights.html


Rating: ★★★★★ Based on 0 rating(s)
Phase 2: Original Scanning

• Archives staff selected another 250 slides for scanning.
  – Main criteria was avoiding duplicating Phase 1 slides.
• PowerSlide 5000 was ordered. 50 slide capacity. Nikon out of slide scanning.
• Scanning mostly went well, but sticking sometimes mean 3 or 4 slides had to be redone.
Phase 2: Continued

- Sara moved from scanning to uploading to Alaska’s Digital Archives.
- Scanned at 4000 dpi
- Scanning, describing and uploading took about another month.